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Central's chimp
program claims
world reputation.
See Scene, page 8.

Track races off to
Tacoma to take on
Pacific Lutheran this
weekend .
.See Sports, page 13.
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Cowgirl makes a catch
Central student Cori Sizemore took fith place in break-away roping at the collegiate rodeo competition held in
Ellensburg last weekend. See page 13 for details about the performance of Central -students at the rodeo ..

Frazzini's cited for numerous violations
by Charlie Tu

due to the amount of violations, four
of them, they incurred," Trisha
.Courier, liquor control board repreAs a consequence of John sentative said.
Frazzini's violations, the liquor conSeveral months ago John
trol board suspended the alcohol- Frazzini, owner of Frazzini 's Pizza,
serving license, from March 17 - was the focus of investigation of two
March 24.
law enforcement agencies, the liquor
"Typically, the first offense would control board and city prosecutor.
just result in a five-day suspension, Frazzini's troubles began when he
but our office decided to suspend the was cited by the liquor control board
license for a longer period of time for four different violations of state

Staff reporter

Cadello's trial
postponed to May ·
by Daren Schuettpelz
Editor in Chief

name or address, and 11 counts of
disclosure and misuse of social security numbers.
Central philosophy profe.ssor,
The federal prosecutor in the case
James Cadello, goes on trial in May. is Edsonya Charles, a special assisfor crimes against the federal gov- tant to the United States Attorney. ·
ernment.
Cadello is represented by Michael
The trial was originally sched- Filipovic, a federal defender.
uled for April 17 but a continuance
Central President Dolph Norton
has pushed the date to May 22.
temporarily reassigned Cadello to
Cadello was charged with 33 work at home following the indictcounts of federal fraud. The indict- ment.
ment was filed on Feb. 3 by a grand
Cadello faces a maximum penaljury.
ty of 5 years and imprisonment and
He is charged with 11 counts of or a $250,000 fine for each count of
mail fraud, 11 of the use of a fictious the indictment.

liquor laws last December.
These violations include the
licensee and/or employee being
intoxicated on premise, disorderly
conduct and/or lewd conduct, afterhours sales and service of alcohol,
and allowing and/or joining in
felonies other than drugs.
In addition to his liquor law violations, he was charged by the city
prosecutor with attempted assault in
the 4th degree, assault in the 4th

degree one count of indecent exposure for an incident which occurred
during a late-night party the same
night.
In fact, this wasn't Frazzini's first
run-in with the control board. The
restaurant received a warning in
early 1999 for refusing to allow the
control board to review their internal

See FRAZZINC Page 5

Shumat.e submits
letter of resignation
by Heat her Bryant
Assistant News editor
Sarah Shumate, vice president
for student affairs, announced her
resignation on April 10. She will
leave her position on September
30, 2000.
"I have done everything I can
do in this environment, and it's
time for new leadership to move
forward," Shumate said.
Since she took over the position
in 1995 she has seen the divjsion
make advances in academic leadership and is pleased with the
strides the Residence Hall Council

has made toward student empowerment.
Bill Salcedo, Associated
Students of Central Washington
University Board of Directors vice
president of student life and facilities, thinks that this is a time of
change for Central.
"I don't think she'll be the
last," Salcedo said.
Shumate is weighing her
options as she searches for her next
job.
"She's looking for new opportunities and is moving ahead with ·
all our best wishes," President
Dolph Norton said.
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Campus
Cops
April 2, 4:10 p.m.
A stolen bike was recovered
outside of Hitchcock Hall. The
bike was reported missing on
March 28 from the Hitchcock bike
rack.

in possession of alcohol near 14th
Street and Alder Street.
April 6
A Schwinn bike was reported
stolen from a campus bike rack.

April 3, 4:20 p.m.
Officers received a report of an
assault in the J-8 parking lot. A
driver failed to yield to a pedestrian and the pedestrian struck the
car with his hand. When the driver
confronted the pedestrian two
other pedestrians assaulted the driver.

April 6, 10: 15 a.m.
Officers received a report of a
possible restraining order violation.

April 4
Police received a report from
residents in Student Village who
said they could smell marijuana.
Officers investigated and found a
metal pipe which contained green
vegetable matter.

April 8, 12:25 a.m.
Two women were issued
minors in possession of alcohol.

April 4
A men's Cannondale bike was
reported missing from a Green
Hall bike rack.
April 4
A backpack was reported missing from the Hogue Tech building.
Estimated loss is $350.
April 6, 1:50 a.m.
Police cited two men for minor

CWU

April 7, 1:15 a.m.
Ellensburg police requested
assistance in patrolling the downtown area during the Pub Crawl.

April 8, 10:45 a.m.
Police recovered an abandoned
Cannondale bike from a field west
of Brook Lane. The bike was
missing wheels and tires.
April 9, 1:20 a.m.
A person was cited for being a
minor in possession and indecent
exposure. The person went to a
party in Student Village, returned
home and woke up outside naked.
For more on campus crime and
updates on cases, go to
http://www.cwu.edu/-police.

DINING

Budget cuts eliminate student jobs
Budget cuts allectinu students

by Carrina Galloway
Online News editor

•Library

A plan to raise $5,024,087
through campus-wide budget cuts
includes nearly $380,000 in cuts to
student jobs and aid alone.
Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of
Directors (ASCWU-BOD) members
oppose this plan because not only
does it cut student service, it also
raises tuition. April 12, ASCWUBOD vice president for equity and
community services. Tiffany Barr
held a forum to make students aware
of this plan.
"The analogy I was told was that
if you suddenly had to live with less
money, you'd say you can't afford to
buy milk for your children anymore," Barr said. "That's what
they're doing, they're saying they
have to cut the most essential things,
but I want students to know about
it."
April 3, the Budget Advisory
Committee delivered a draft of a 10
percent budget reallocation exercise
to university President Dolph Norton
for consideration. The exercise,
undertaken to decide what programs
and services could be reduced or cut
to operate at 90 percent budgets in
all areas, will be read for the first
time at the April 14 BOT meeting.
Norton said the exercise was a good'
one to go through, but most units did
not enjoy deciding on cuts that could
be made.
"Budgeting never makes people
happy, especially when you have too
little money," Norton said.
The proposed budget potentially
affects students in many different
ways, Barr said. For some colleges,

SERVICES

INVITES THE UNIVERSITY
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GRAND
OPENING
OF
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students, overtime, part-time
$41,876
•College of Arts &: Humanities

reduction of student/temporary
help
$26,280
•Graduate Studies &: Research

reduction of assistant ships
$61,782
eliminate student wages
$2,000
•College of Education &:
Professional Studies

reduction of student help
$10,000
•College of the Sciences

budget cuts will mean larger class
sizes, fewer class sections, and loss
of faculty members.
In other units, .budget cuts could
mean reallocations to student support services such as financial aid
directors, maintenance staff, career
counselors, and the academic skills
programs.
"When Dr. Shumate first brought
this idea up, it seeme.d like all of the
student services were being cut,"
Barr said. "I work with a lot of those
departments, and it seemed . as if
none of them were even talked to
about this plan."
Under the proposed budget,
besides student services and classroom cuts, student jobs and aid could
be cuts as well. Nearly all units on
campus plan to cut student
jobs-some of them work study positions-if the 10 percent budget reallocation becomes a reality. Enrollment
management and marketing plans to
find $148,542 of its $262,917 10
percent cut by making the academic
skills program self-support. This
means students will pay tuition to
take part in this otherwise free program.

student work-study
$24,000
•Business &: Financial Affairs

reduction in Perkins Loan
$25,000
•Office of the Provost

reduction of student help
$8,000
•School of Business&:
Economics
'

reduction of student help
$540
•Enrollment Management &: ·
Marketing

change in Academic Skills
$8,542
Other proposed cuts include
Graduate Studies and Research's
plan to eliminate $61,782 for assistantships, and Business and Financial
Affairs' plan to revert $25,000 worth
of Perkins Loans to Direct Loans.
According to the Central Financial
Aid web page, the Perkins loan is the
only loan available to Central students who have demonstrated financial "need," and is a long-term, low
interest undertaking that may be
deferred or forgiven depending on
the student's choice of employment
after graduation. Despite this,
Financial Aid Director Agnes
Canedo reminds students who may
be concerned that the budget process
is not finished yet. Also, she feels
that the budget committee kept student needs in mind during its meetings.
"I did not sit on the committee
myself, but from what I understand
they made every effort to keep the
best interests of the students in
mind," Canedo said.
Coverage of Tiffany Barr's forum
will be available online.
For more information, visit
http://www.cwu.edu/-observer

· Opportunity knocks at Career Quest
Katie Hildebrand
' Staff reporter
Opportunity knocks for Central
students as Career Quest brings
employers and graduate schools
April 19.
"Career Quest is for everyone.
There will be summer jobs, internships, part-time jobs, full-time jobs
and graduate schools. The employers
are coming to find you. Dress nice,
bring resumes and have fun," Teri
Hendrickson, recruiting coordinator
for career development, said.
On Wednesday, April 19,
employers and graduate school representatives will fill the SUB

Ballroom and the SUB Theater from
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. All students are
encouraged to take advantage of the
opportunity to find employment.
Companies from Washington,
California and Idaho will be attending.
"Students are the big draw. We
live in a remote area. Companies
come ·here because they want to be
here," Hendrickson said.
Students and volunteers both
agree Career Quest is a great opportunity.
"Career Quest is a good eye
opener and door to the real world. It
is to the student's advantage. Instead
of going to employers, they come to

you," three-year Career Quest volunteer, Cindy Alarcon, said.
To help students prepare fr the
event, there is a workshop from 2:00
p.m. - 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday April 18
in the SUB Owhi room. Hans Appel,
a graduate student who is doing
career counseling, will be hosting
this event
More than 20 companies are
already setting up interviews for the
day after the fair. Sign-up forms are
in the Career Development Services
office located in Barge 204. There
is a demand for volunteers at this
event and forms are located in the
Barge 204.
If you have any questions or con-

"Ifie Inn at §oose Creek is a jewe{ in tfie
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Salon & Beauty Supply
• Hair Design for Men & Women
• Cosmetic Design
• Color Foils

•Penns
• Facial Waxing
• Make-overs

'Rates from s79, Weekdays.
from $89, WeekendS.
Central Washington University is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution

1720 Canyon Rd. Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509)926-8030 or (800)533-0822 Fax (509)962-8031
Visit our Website: http:l/www.innatgoosecreek.com
E-mail: goosecrk@ellensburg.com

201 N. Main St.
Ellensburg• 962-1717
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Prices soar at the pump
by Erika Kiehn
Staff reporter
The recent skyrocketing of gas
prices has caused financial hardships to people in Ellensburg.
Since last year gas prices have
steadily risen. In February, 1999,
gas prices were as low as 94 cents a
gallo~ and now its up to $1.80 a gallon for unleaded gasoline. Gas
prices should start to decline to
$1.46 a gallon an ABC news report
said on April 6, 2000.
'Tm already a poor college student, this just adds to the financial
hardship," freshman undeclared
major Blake Croy said.
. The gas stations located near
freeway exits are often higher in
price because travelers are usually
not willing to drive out of their way
looking for the best deal on gasoline.
The gas stations in Ellensburg
located off I-90 exit I09 have varying prices ranging from 2 cents to 5
cents a gallon difference.
"Although gas prices everywhere
are increasing rapidly, I believe
Ellensburg's gas prices are increasing higher because of the amount of
buyers they have because of the
location;" sophomo~e graphic
designer Jennifer Dutton said. "The
amount of travelers from .Seattle or
Spokane areas coming through
makes the gas buyers double and
high priced gas stations happy."
On an April 6 National Public
Radio broadcast, The Energy
Information Administration (EIA)
said the rise in gasoline prices is due
to the decrease in oil reserves in the
Organization
of
Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC).
OPEC members control the
majority of the world's oil and influences the prices of gasoline accord-

Alma Spithill
dies at 75
Alma Spithill, Central professor
of psychology, died early in the
week of March 19. Spithill earned
her Bachelor of Arts degree in
English at Seattle University in
1951 and her Masters in Education
in counseling from Central in 1965.
Her first faculty appointment as
staff counselor with Counseling and
Te~ting Services and lecturer in the
psychology department. Spithill was
appointed to a full-time tenure track
position and was a tenured full professor at the time of her retirement
in August 1985. She moved to
Bellingham to be close to her children when she retired.
Spithill was 75.

Add some
spice to your
resume! Stop
by BU 222 for
information
on how to
join the
Observer
staff.

''I'm

already
a poor
college
student, this
just adds to
the
financial
hardship. ' '

-Blake Croy

ing to supply and demand.
The group of 1I countries banded together to decide how much oil
they will produce, sell and export.
American companies purchase oil
from OPEC because the country
does not produce sufficient amounts
of oil to satisfy the public's demand.
"I believe that prices of gas
should not be raised until the oil producers have used the oil that they
paid the higher price for," senior
accounting major Richard Cogar
said.
During a long winter in the U.S.
last year, a vast amount of heating oil
was used. As a result, the U.S. started this spring with their oil reserve
supply diminished.
OPEC leaders met at the end of
March and voted to increase production and decrease the price of gasoline.
"They can do that to us because
gas is an inelastic need," senior
administrative management major
Raymond Harper said.
Out of 20 random surveys distributed, 13 people surveyed paid an
average of $20 during the week of

Kim Nowacki/Observer

Gas prices at Ellensburg
pumps are expected to
drop, making filling up
more affordable.
April 3 - April 8 when they filled
their gas tanks.
Out of those surveyed, 12 chose
their gas station according to price.
"We have to live with these gas
prices but various gas suppliers are
taking advantage of the situation,"
Assistant Parks and Recreation
Director Craig Carlson said. •
Reports say gas prices are expected to reach $2 this summer, but right
now they are slowly declining.

Tax help still available
by Ahmed Namatalla
Staff reporter
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(V.l.T.A.), is once again being
offered by Central's accounting
department. With tax day approaching fast, the program's services will
be offered for two hours tonight
starting at 6 p.m. and again on
Saturday from 9 a.m. to I p.m.
V.1.T.A. is staffed by Central students enrolled in a tax class offered
through the accounting department,
yet their services are available to the

entire community.
"Anybody that needs to get their
taxes done can just stop by," Sharon
Damm, secretary senior of the
accounting department, said. "It's a
funny thing. Everybody tends to
want to get theirs done last minute."
Damm forecasts a busy night
tonight, and an even more hectic
afternoon on Saturday. Although
walk-in's are welcome, Damm is
encouraging appointments which can
be made by calling her desk at 9633340. Tax sessions will be held in
room I09 in Shaw-Smyser.
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,Meier and Findley
file EEOC charges
1

I

jby Melissa Mitchell
'. Staff reporter
Discrimination based on race
. and gender are two of the alleged
. charges against Central in two complaints
filed with the Equal
Employment
Opportunities-.
Commission (EEOC).
"We have several documented
incidents and statements where
Sarah Shumate, vice president of
student affairs, has acted in a discriminatory manner towards Dr.
Meier, myself, and other personnel
on campus," Jerry Findley, former
associate di.rector of campus life,
facilities and operations, said. "I am
looking forward to working with the
EEOC to bring these problems to
the surface."
The complaints, filed by Richard
(Deacon) Meier, associate vice president for student affairs, and Findley
on March 13, 2000, bring the number of complaints filed against
Central to three.
Robert Harden, former director
of disability support services, filed a
complaint with the EEOC earlier
this year. Although Findley and
Meier filed separately they are both
alleging discrimination based on
age, race and sex specifically referring to Dr. Shumate and President
Nelson in their complaints.
Meier said certain actions of the
university beyond being fired lead

Richard (Deacon) Meier has
been at Central for 27 years.
Jerry Findley worked at
, Central for 16 years .

him to believe that he had been
treated unfairly. He cited as an
example a disparity in salary compared to people in lesser positions.
"These are now formal complaints and we must now follow the
formal process. We will issue a formal university response at the prop- .
er time,"James Norton, Central
president, said.
The complaints follow nonrenewal of contracts for Meier and
Findley "Not for cause," as allowed
under the exempt employees code
for Central.
All three men are "exempt"
employees, and they may be let go
at any time, Martha Lantz, assistant
attorney general for the Washington
State Department of Labor and
Industries, said. Outside of a discriminatory reason, if an employee
is terminated not for cause, the
employer does not have to provide
grounds for terminatioq.
"Having 27 years in, it seems
rather odd when you have a good
record with the campus, a good
national/regional reputation that one
should just be cut out with no due
process," Meier said.

Taxi and shuttle
provide students with
ride to Greyhound
Niki Abraham
Staff reporter

very special people and have helped
me every step of the way."
Scheduled business hours are
Rodeo City Taxi and Kittitas 7:00 a.m. to 2:30 a.m., but drivers
County Action Council (KCAC) will remain available longer on
Intercity Bus are working together to Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays
provide affordable, safe and reliable to accommodate bar hours. If a ride
is needed outside these hours a reserpublic transportation.
Rodeo City Taxi has lowered its vation can be made 12 hours in
student rates to a flat fee of $5 any- advance by calling 929-4222
where in town, $2 for each addition- (4CAB).
KCAC has provided transportaal passenger. These rates also apply
tion for seniors and disabled people
to seniors and the disabled.
Rebecca Rau, owner, Yakama for 20 years. But they also saw the
Indian and Central alumnus began need for public transportation so they
her taxi service five years ago,. three began the public transit Connector.
years after being involved in a dis- They've added a .shuttle service to
abling auto accident involving a and from the Greyhound station to
drunk driver.
their scheduled stops.
Prior to the accident, Rau
"We continue to provide as much
financed her education at Central as for the public as we can,"
a tribal and federal firefighter. She Transportation Coordinator Ken
graduated with a degree in Fine Arts Taylor said, "but our priority is with
with a psychology minor. The acci- · seniors and disabled."
, dent influenced Rau to become a
KCAC's in-town bus rates are
Yakama Tribal police officer. But her seventy-five cents per adult, fifty
career in law enforcement ended cents for seniors, disabled and chilwhen she had to undergo back dren under 18. They also have schedsurgery due to the accident.
uled routes to Kittitas, Thorp and Cle
Rau recognized a need in Elum. Out of town rides and- weekEllensburg for reliable public trans- ends are $2.
portation in addition to the problem
The bus runs Monday - Friday
of drunk driving. Concerned with the · from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and clossafety of Ellensburg's students and es for lunch from 11:00 a.m. to 12:30
citizens, Rau used the settlement ·p.m. Weekend Greyhound shuttles
money from the accident to start her run Friday and Sunday evenings and
Saturday mornings.
taxi business.
"I owe the majority of my success
Ffor more information call 933to my drivers," Rau said. "They are 2287.

..----••••••illllllli••-------------------------..
t1cketmaster

{509)735-0500
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WORLD BEAT
Children
suspended for game
of 'cops and robbers'
Four kindergartners were suspended by
school officials April 6 for playing
a game of "cops and robbers" in
Sayreville, N.J. The Wilson
School students receive a threeday suspensioti, for pretending
their fingers were guns, during a
March 15 lunch recess.

Volcano tremors cause
thousands to evacuate area
Japanese v~lcano Mt. Usu
could blow its top if scientist pre-

dictions prove to be correct. Huge
cracks and tremors have sent thousands fleeing to specially-made
shelters at schools and other public facilities, because of the
increasing activity on the mountain.
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Freehill resigns from position
by Jennifer Perkins
News editor

' ' I tried to
discuss with
Dr. Freehill
problems I
saw...
my opinion
was not
taken

Janice Freehill, director of residential service recently submitted
her letter of resignation.
Among other personal reasons for
British runner sets world record
her leaving, Rob Chrisler, director of
in long-distance running
operations and resource manageJanice Freehill
Robert Garside dodged bullets
ment, believes one part of Freehill's
events
and
working
with the student
in Russia, was robbed in Pakistan,
resignation may be because of issues
government
in
residence
halls.
collapsed from heat exhaustion in·
surrounding budget cuts.
Josh
Kilen,
ASCWU-BOD
vice
Australia and went to jail in
"Because of the budget crunches
president
of
academic
affairs,
said
China. But that has not stopped
I suspect many more people will be
he
feels
Freehill
's
resignation
is
him from his goal of becoming the
looking at other options," Chrisler
beneficial
to
students
in
residence
first person to run the length of the
said. "People are feeling the stress of
halls.
world. The 33-year-old former
budget time."
"I tried to discuss with Dr.
psychology student from Britain
Bill Salcedo, associated students
-Josh
Kilen
Freehill
problems I saw as a student
has already covered 25,000 miles
of Central Washington University
in
the
residence
halls and my opinearning him the world record in
board of directors (ASCWU-BOD)
ion
·
was
not
taken
into account,"
long-distance running.
vice president of student life and
Kilen said .
. facilities, believes Freehill's resignaChrisler, who hired Freehill five
tion is a positive step for both her
years ago, said she may leave anyand the university.
Freehill as interim director of resi- time before her resignation ending
"It was time for a new leader," dential services until a permanent date in September.
Salcedo said. "We need to bring in replacement can be found, said some
"Of course I will miss her," .
someone new with new visions for of Freehill 's responsibilities as direc- Chrisler said. "She's a great friend
[Office of Residential Services] tor included keeping the residence and colleague."
Sarah Schadt, vice president for
ORS."
halls filled, budgeting, helping to
political affairs, suggested the deleFreehill was not available for
Chrisler,
who
will
be
filling
in
for
plan and organize residence life comment at the time of publication.
tion of the vice president for equity
and community service because
much of the responsibilities of this
vice president have been taken over
RETIREMENT
INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES
TUITION FINANCING
by depttrtments such as the Diversity
Center and the E-Center.
Tiffany Barr, vic_e president for
equity and community services, said
the deletion of the two positions
would be doing a disservice to the
students by taking away their direct
link to the BOD.
"The deletion of the vice presidents is not meant to change the
organizations currently covered by
them," Kilen said.

into
''
account.

BOD discusses abolishing
two board positions
by Melissa Mittchell
Staff reeporter
At the April 4 meeting of the
BOD, board members gave presentations of constitution changes they
thought would benefit Central.
Several board members suggested
either changing or abolishing the
vice presidents . of Equity and
Community Services (ESC) and
Clubs and Organizations.
Josh Kilen, vice president for
academic affairs, suggested the deletion of two vice president positions
thereby giving autonomy to the organizations covered by these vice presidents.

FRAZZINI: Owner
pleads no contest
Continued from, Page 1

1

documents, according to Courier.
Frazzini is als0 under fire for
"inappropriate" conduct. According
to court documents, he hosted an
illegal late-night party with three
individuals. The four reportedly participated in consumption of alcohol
after business hours.
Frazzini was accused of dropping
his briefs and exposed himself to the
three individuals. Also during this
time, Frazzini allegedly reached
around the back of one of them,
touched her breast and squeezed it.
When the others attempted to leave
the restaurant, the complaint said
Frazzini would not immediately
unlock the restaurant doors.
The four argued for a short time
before Frazzini unlocked the doors.
While the other three were leaving,
Frazzini is accused of trying to strike
one of them. However, he hit one of
the people with an open hand to her
mouth by mistake, the court records
said.
"The alleged infractions from the
liquor control board and police
reports have been overly exaggerated," Frazzini said.
However, Frazzini did not appeal
the liquor matter to an outside
authority, such as courts designated
to handle liquor violations.
In addition, he waived his right to
explain the violation to a liquor con-

trol agent.
He also failed to appear for his
court date with the city and a warrant
was issued for his arrest.
Frazzini eventual! y settled the
matt~r with the city. He pleaded no
contest to the charges and was
ordered by a judge serve a 90-day
suspended jail sentence for his
behavior.
Frazzini said the time and
expense of appealing the case was
prohibitive. He chose to plead no
contest instead even though he said
not all the accusations were accurate.
What this means to the little
pizza shop near Central is yet to be
seen.
However, some students have
expressed their concern about the
pizza establishment.
"I don't think it will do very well
for his business, I'd rather go somewhere else," senior education major
Kelly Leaverton said.
Another student sympathizes
with Frazzini. "All this is dust in the
wind. John (Frazzini) will have my
business because he makes great
food and those are the facts," sophomore French major Maleah Pullar
said.
Frazzini is thankful for his advocates in spiteof his legal troubles. ,
"I appreciate the family, student,
and faculty support. It has helped me
through this ordeal... I just want to
get on with my life," Frazzini said.

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this toda.y.

TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by
combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine
active management with enhanced indexing. With ,
two strategirs, we have two ways to seek out

CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT. 1

36.0So/ 22.02% 18.75°

10

0

1 YEAR
AS OF 12/31/99

5 YEARS
AS OF 12/31/99

SINCE INCEPTION
511/92

performance opportunities-helping to make your

With over $250 billion in assets, we're the world's

investments work twice as hard.

largest retirement company and the leading choice

EXPENSE RATIO
CREF GLOBAL
EQUITIES

INDUSTRY
AVERAGE

0.37% 2 1.92%)

Combine this with our low

on America's campuses. If that sounds good to

expenses and you'll see

you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776. Call and

how TIAA-CREF stands apart

find out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today

from the competition.

and tomorrow.

www.tiaa-cref.org
1. The investment results shown for the CREF variable annuity reflfct past performance and are not lndicatitt of future rates of return. These returns and the value of the principal you have invested wHI fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. Foreign stock markets are subject to additional
risks from changing currency values, interest rates, government regulations, and political and economic conditions. 2. TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not
guaranteed fof the future. 3. Source: Ml:>rningstar,lnc. l2/31/99,tracking 279 world stock mutual funds. TIAA-CREF lndividUill and Institutional Services, Inc distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and
tuition savings agreements. TIM and TIM-CREF life Insurance Co. issue insurance and annuities, TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB_provides trust services. Investment products aN
not FDIC Insured. !NJ lose value incl ire not bank guanne.d. For more complete information on CREF, Including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2776, ext. 5509, for
the prospectus. Read it carefully before you invest or send money. C 2000 TIM-CREF 1/00.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL,
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509)
963-1027.

Observance

Central's proposed budget
attacks stttdents'. interests
Last week you and I had a chat about what Central planned to do
with their budget "reallocation." With the budget cuts the chances of
getting classes that you need to graduate dropped immensely. However,
this problem is only the tip of the iceberg.
Let's, just for fun, break down the dangers we students will come
face to face with. Class sections may be reduced, so you may find yourself trying to register for a class in fall that was offered every quarter and
now you find out it's only offered in winter quarter. Let's hope you don't
need it to graduate that year. And those lovely 20 to 30 people class sizes
may be a fond memory if funding continues to decline. You might want
to get used to sitting with I00 of your peers straining to hear what an
overworked-professor is trying to say at the far end of the room, while
at same time fighting for a few inches of elbow room to take notes.
So let's say you can handle stressed-out professors and packed classrooms, but how about that job of yours. The plan that the . Board of
Trustees will review tomorrow contains a drop of nearly $380 grand in
student jobs and financial aid. Central employs student to do a multitude
of tasks ranging from janitorial work, office assistance to Residence
Advisors. These jobs employ students for the students.
With this plan some students will lose their schedule-friendly.jobs.
Remember this new budget plan will also raise our tuition. This logic
defies any rational thinking. What kind of committee supports a raise in
tuition and cuts in the jobs that help pay for it?! Oh wait, this is Central.
Of course here at Central we wouldn't dare just stop at cutting jobs;
we'd cut financial aid as well. Part of the plan calls for $25,000 to be
reverted from the Perkins Loans to Direct Loans. The Perkins Loan is
the only Joan offered at Central that is need based. It's a great loan. You
get the money because you need it, and it has a long-term low-inter.est
payback perio~ . Direct Loans are different. They have higher interest
and are available to almost anyone.
This really only makes sense in Bizzaro World. Only there would
budget planners seek more students by firing them, taking away good
loans and raising tuition. If I were a high school student I would be
thinking even Eastern looks good compared to this mess.
Let's go back to our classroom scenario. You go to an overly crowded classroom with an angry professor who has too many students to deal
with. At class you sit in the last seat left because the 99 other students
are already packed in. Your professor grades your test ruthlessly because
they are overworked and you couldn't study as much as you like because
your financial aid was lowered and you couldn't afford the $80 (used
price) textbook and had to borrow a copy. As if that wasn't enough,
when you leave class you step on a rusty nail that the janitors couldn't
clean because they couldn't afford to hire students to assist them.
This may happen if we don't act now and tell the BOT what we think
about the budget plan. You can voice your concerns directly to the BOT
at I p.m. in Barge 412 Friday.
-Daren Schuettpelz
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Student calls bar crawl coverage unethical, childish
As Executive Director of MADD of King County and
a fulHime CWU student (minoring in School Health
Education), I am writing to express outrage at the article,
"Students to crawl through town tonight," which
appeared April 6. Giving space to an event that encouraged students to spend financial aid money to purchase
cut-rate drinks at multiple drinking establishments was
highly irresponsible. It is inexcusable that this article did
not stress the state's minimum drinking age, the risks of
excessive alcohol consumption, or the need to plan to get
home safely. (Ironically, an article appeared in the same
edition about cutting Thursday night Safe Ride hours due
to lack of riders).
I find it ludicrous that this unhealthy event was marketed under the guise of promoting European culture. I
too have spent time in Scotland, Ireland and England and
visited pubs there. While pubs certainly are a focal point
in the United Kingdom, the atmosphere I witnessed in
them is all together different from the accounts I heard of
Thursday's event. It is more likely that the wet t-shirts
contests, pounders and all-out effort to · get trashed is
something we have exported.
. MADD is not a prohibitionist organization. We do,
however, advocate personal and institutional responsibil-

News Editor: Jen Perkins, Assistant Editor: Heather Bryant, Reporters:
Ahmed Namatalla, Seran Rakes, Melissa Mitchell, Katie Hildebrand, Erika
Kiehn, Leonard Dearing, Niki Abraham, Charlie Tu.
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Bevin Parrish, Shaundra Prewitt, Jennifer Mahler, John Hieger, Sarah
Edmunds, Anetra Petrie.
Sports Editor: Jon Guddat, Assistant Editors: Angie Dirk, Tim Bottorff
Reporters: Jerty Mooketsane, Erin Strawder, Rachel Wiersma, Richard
Jolliffe.
Photo Editor: Angela Barbre, Assistant Editor: Kim Nowacki,
Photographers: Joe Urban, Heather Trimm, Tomoko Kanai, Travis Wilson.
Copy Editor: Elizabeth Belts, Assistant Editor: Heather Askew.
Online Editor: Joe Bair, Online Managing Editors: Tim Booth, Carrina
Galloway

ity when it comes to alcohol use. According to the national Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Two
of five Americans will be involved in an alcohol related
crash in their lives. That's 40 percent of our population.
Current federal statistics now show that more tha~ 50 percent of U.S. ' pedestrian deaths are alcohol related. The
medical, legal and social costs of alc~hol abuse are staggering. Clearly, this is not an is_sue to treat lightly.
I am deeply disappointed in the Observer for promoting this event and frankly surprised that the seven participating establishments were willing to overlook the issue
of civil liability to take part in these childish and unethical drinking games.
I urge each of my fellow students to carefully consider whether supporting local business in this way is in your
best interest and whether the perceived social benefits
outweigh the potential risks.
Kerri J. Dowd
Executive Director
Student seeks unified voice to stop administration
Should a university function for the students, or
should the students sacrifice for the sake of a university?

See LETTERS, Pag€! 7

DEADLINES
Listed below are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer
office, located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m
Submissions can be brought to the office or by mail, The Observer,
CWU, Ellensburg, WA 98926 or fax at 963-1027.
,

• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events for the
Observer calendar. • Monday, 3p.m. - Letters to the editor, Spectacle
and weekend sports information.

• Thursday, S p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, 5 p.m. - Classified ads.
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, call the
Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information to
963-1027.
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Kyle Alm
Guest Columnist

First of all let me say that I had a blast at the bar crawl
last Thursday. My hat is off to Richard Joliffe who did an
incredible amount of work to put together a fun night for
ev~ryone without any type of reward other than the event
itself. The funny thing is that there is no way that CWU
would ever get behind this type of event. In fact I think
that if they could have they wouldn't have let this happen
at all. But this is exactly the type of thing that CWU
should support. The Ellensburg Crawl used to be an
annual event but Central put the kibosh on promoting student drunkenness.
CWU used to have a nasty reputation as a premier
party school, but those were in better days. Everyone is
so concerned about legal liability of getting sued or having a parent call up complaining that their child got an
MIP for drinking a BEER! Heavens-to-Betsy what the
hell is going on over at that college anyway? I think that
we have a lot of backward taboos sufrounding alcohol to
begin with but I think that we have probably gone a little
too far with worrying about the repercussions of student
alcohol consumption. If you were to ask Richard about
the purpose of what the bar run is all about he would say
that it was about being able to go out to a public place and
meet people, not about getting hammered.
Richard was unable to have his club support the bar
'run because of worries about liability over lawsuits in
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case something bad happens to some drunken student.
Safe Ride runs into these problems as well. I think that
both Safe Ride and the Bar Run are positive things that
happened at Central. Safe Ride has lowered the amount
of DUis handed out and property damage has gone down.
The bar run put about l 000 people at the bars on a
Thursday night do you think that the bar owners might
have made a little bit of money that night? I think so. I'm
also pretty positive that l wasn't the only one having a
good time. Other clubs ·run into this as well. Outdoor
Adventure Club has run into problems sponsoring events
for members over liability if someone gets hurt at a club
event.
Here's a weird fact you are more likely to die from a
soda machine falling on you than a bear attack, think
about it. More people die driving on the highway in a
given year than any other way. There always is the possibility but lets try not to be so uptight when it comes to
what people want to do with their clubs.
As for recruiting students (ie Tell a Friend)rare people more likely to talk about classes and homework or the
kick ass time that they shared at school. It s.eems pretty
obvious to me just mak~ sure that you get your education
on the way through. I don't want to give the impression
that you need to have to get drunk to have a good time
here, all I'm saying is that there more than a few people
who do. And if Central expects students to come here
they shouldn't be in the business of parenting. Let students have their fun whether it be a few beers with a few
friends at tavern or rock climbing with the Outdoor
Adventure Club.

Opinion
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White Ribbon-Take Back the Night
SUB 218, 6:30 p.m.

Catholic Campus Ministry Movie Night
CCM House (706 N. Sprague), 7 p.m.

Catholic Campus Ministry Campus Mass
Mary Grupe Center, 7 p.m.

Letters Continued
•••

Continued from Page 6
Should we ask what our university could do for us, or
what we can do for our university? I believe the former,
and if I were a betting man, I would say the · students
respond the same as myself every time. Is it better for the
university "beloved" faculty their twenty pieces of silver,
~hile betraying student trust, or should the university
mcrease student employment and actually lower tuition?
Agciin I suspect the general response would be similar to
my own, which would obviously side with the latter. So
what do we as students do? How can we save our student
jobs on campus? How can we get the president and the
high and mighty Board of Trustees to listen to what they
noticeably consider an inactive and unimportant student
population? I'll tell you one sure-fire way to make the
faceless dictators listen to the real views of the students,
get. off your ass and get active. Should your financial aid
~·efund check be cut? Do you want more foans to pay
mterest on? If not, call the president's office at 963-21 l l,
call the dean's offices (Arts and Humanities at 963-1858
Education 963-1411, Sciences 963-1866, Graduat~
Studies 963-3101, Business at 963-1955). Tell each of
them what you think of them stealing your job and your
tuition money to pad their faculty salaries. Write articles
for the local newspapers arid .come to the faculty senate

(April 19, 3 p.m.) and the Board of Trustees (April 14,
lp.m.) meetings to give your opinions yourself. Can you
imagine a room filled with 300 plus students all raising
up in one voice, one solid message? Toe administration
couldn't help but vote for the best interests of the students. It's time we took at stand, it's time we got active,
it's time for a change in how we go to college. We cannot
afford to lay idle any longer; it costs us too much. The
average college tuition has more than doubled since the
80s and now tuition is being raised again, student jobs are
being cut, and too many students are finding the price tag
for college impossible to pay for.
Josh Kilen
Concerned Student Advocate
Manastash memorial incorrectly labeled
A correction in last week's paper. The photo of the
memorial on top of Manastash Ridge was incorrectly
labeled. It read memorial to Ray Westberg when in fact
that memorial is elsewhere at the summit. The memorial
pictured is for Gene Prater, a local climber and family
farmer who helped establish that trail. Thanks for listening.
Austin Smith

•Check out the Observer Online for a letter from
Shawn Palmer, the S&A chair.
,
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ASK ABOUT OUR
QUARTER SPECIALS

HAN'S GYM
www.hansgym.com

* HAMMER STRENGTH
*PARAMOUNT
*:ELLIPTICAL CROSSTRAINERS
* LIFE FITNESS TREADMILLS
*LIFE STEP
* LIFE CYCLES
* TETRIX CLIMBERS
*TANNING
*SAUNAS
* BODY COMPOSITION TESTING
* AIR CONDITIONING
* OFF STREET PARKING
202 N. PINE

Washington Student Lobby
SUB 210, .5 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry Prayer and
Praise Scripture Study
CCM House (706 N. Sprague), 7 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry Rosary
CCM House (706 N. Sprague), 8 p.m.
Philosophy Club
Faculty-Staff Lounge 1st floor L&L, 8 p.m.

Phi Kappa Phi Membership Meeting and
Reception
Mary Grupe Center 4:30 p.m.
GALA
SUB Owhi, 6 p.m.

Serving the community
since 1976

5 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon. -Thur.

5 a. m.-9 p.m. Fri.
9 m.- 7 p. m. Sun.
FREE COFFEE
5 a.m-8 a.m. (M-F)

Elections Commission Meetings
SUB 214, 10 a.m.

ELLENSBURG

* SEPARATE AEROBICS
ROOM
* LOCKER ROOMS
* PERSONAL TRAINERS
*CERTIFIED
INSTRUCTORS

PRSSA
SUB 206/207 ,5 p.ni.

Key Club
SUB 210, 5:15 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry Time
Discussion Group
CCM House (706-N. Sprague), 7 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ Real Life
SUB Theatre, 7 p.m.

Out

Editor's Note:
Tired of not having enough people at
your group's meeting? Call 963-107 3 to
have your meeting listed in the meetings calendar.
Also, times and places of the meetings
are subject to change.
, ·

(509)962-9277
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... the taxes I pay because it means that I'm employed .
... all the complaining I hear about our government because it means
we have freedom of speech .
... that lady behind me in church who sings off key because it means
that I can hear.
... the lawn that needs mowing, windows that need cleaning and
gutters that need fixing because it means I have a home .
.. :weariness and aching muscles because it means I am productive.

Five chilllps bring fallle to Central
by Bevin Parrish
Staff reporter

Hanging in the hall of the
Chimpanzee
and
Human
Communication Institute (CHCI), is
a piece of artwork entitled "Ice
.Cr,eam." Like many other artists, this
art:ist painted something that she
loved. Some paint flowers, people, or
landscapes. In this case, it was ice
cream. Tatu, one of five chimps living on Central 's campus, loves ice
cream, even more than bananas.
On the way to the gym, the
Psychology building, or just walking
around campus, most people on campus have seen the CHCI. However,
they might not have known much
more about it than there were chimps
in there.
Five chimpanzees make their
home at the CHCI: Washoe, Moja,
Tatu, Dar, and Loulis. Their home
consists of an outside area that is
5000 square feet and an inside area
of 1000 square feet. In these areas are
a variety climbing structures. They
spend their days eating, playing
together, and participating in other
various enrichment activities such as
painting, looking through magazines,
and playing dress-up.
Project Washoe was started in
1966 by Allen and Beatrix Gardener
in Reno, Nevada. The couple raised
Washoe, a chimp, as if she were a
deaf child, using sign language to
communicate with her. Washoe was

the first non-human in the world to
learn and use a human language.
A couple of years later the project
moved to the University of
· Oklahoma, but in 1970 the project
grant ended.
The Gardeners stopped their work
with Washoe and spent their time
analyzing the data they had collected
over their years of study. Roger
Fouts, who had joined the project in
1967 as a grad student, took on the
project.
In the next decade four other
chimpanzees were added to the project. All of them were cross-fostered,
which means the adult of one species
raised the offspring of another. They
were taught sign language in a way
similar to the way Washoe was,
except for one chimp, Loulis.
Roger and his wife, Deborah
Fouts, designed Project Loulis in
1979, which was created to see if an
infant chimpanzee would acquire a
human language from its mother.
To insure Loulis, the adopted son
of Washoe, had acquired the language from Washoe and no one else,
humans were forbidden to sign
around Loulis until 1984.
In 1980, Project Washoe moved
to the Psychology building at
Central, where it was located until
1993 when it moved to its own building.
"Washoe is 33 now. Watching her
grow atid learn throughout the years
has been much like watching a good

Photo courtesy of the Chimpanzee and Human Communication Institute

Tatu, signing "friend," is one of five chimps learning sign
language in the CHCI on the Central campus.
friend grow and develop over the
years. She is one of our best friends,"
Debbie Fouts, associate director of
CHCI, said.
After moving into the new build-

ing in 1993, money for the CHCI was
cut. The institute needed to find other
ways to fund its program. This is
when the institute began to offer
chimposiums.

Chimposiums educate people
about Project Washoe and chimpanzee sign language and behavior.
This is done through video, lecture,
question and answer sessions and
observation of the five chimpanzees.
There are also advance chimposiums
offered eight times a year for people
interested in a more in-depth version
than the ones presented on weekends.
The money from the chimposiums helps fund the program, but it
is not enough. As a result, it is conSte\ntly having to raise money.
Chimposiums are conducted by
volunteers, working through the
Docent Program. Qocent refers to a
person who is a teacher or lecturer,
but is not a regular faculty member.
There are currently 50 docents at
the CHCI. The CHCI provides the
training, which consists of a four
hour class and being paired with an
experienced docent until a person is
ready to be by themselves.
"The Docent Program is a good
way for the community and university to come together in support of this
program," Patty Bury, outreach coordinator, said.
The CHCI also has many interns
working at the facility. There are now
almost SO interns working, 11 of
which are grad students.
"It's a great opportunity to use
non-evasive procedures for sound
scientific research," intern Gabe

See Chimps, Page 1 7

Bar Run draws the masses New club explores
-by Anetra Petrie
Staff reporter

Last week Central students ran
the bar circuit in Ellensburg while
local bars racked up the profits. By
Thursday night, an estimated 1500
wristbands were given away to participants who wanted to take part in
the Ellensburg Bar Run.
The event was organized by four
Central exchange students and was
designed to be both a cultural experience for participants and a business
opportunity for seven local bars.
However, when asked why they
turned out for the event, bar runners
gave one simple response: cheap
beer.
The Tav, Pub · Minglewood,
Pounders, Palace, Mint, Oak Rail
and Horseshoe offered a variety of
$1.50 drink specials to patrons wearing wristbands.
Bar Run organizers, Rich Jolliffe,
Ben Wooldridge, Eric Banker and
Sigi Bertha, originally distributed 50
wristbands to participating bars on
'April I. In four days employees had

handed out one thousand wristbands.
Wooldridge dispersed a final 500
bands the morning of the event, all of
which were claimed that afternoon.
By Thursday night, 1500 proud bar
runners wore paper bracelets donned
with red stars.
"It's a big ploy to get people in,
but that's okay because they got a lot
of people," Anna Campbell, a double
major in psychology and family
studies, said. "And since tons of people were coming out, we had to be
part of the fun."
When asked about the wristbands, Jolliffe explained the idea.
"You have to have some kind of
symbol to show that you're taking
part. The wristbands did that perfectly ... they meant · the same thing at
every bar, it was continuity," Jolliffe
said. ··otherwise, how could they
(bars) distinguish -you from a Bar
Runner. You could be someone
who's just show1lllp, someone who's
just gone out for a quiet drink at your
favorite bar. But if you've got a
wristband you're on it...you're in
it...you're taking part...and you're

the 'great outdoors'
by Jennifer Mahler
Staff reporter

Kim Nowacki/Observer

Organizers Ben Wooldridge
and Eric Banker show off
their Scottish pride.
loving it."
Each of the seven bars began to
overflow early in the evening. By 9
p.m. lines began forming outside bar

See Fans, Page 76

For those interested in hiking,
biking or any kind of outdoor
activities, Central 's new Outdoor
Club is the perfect answer. The
club is a good way to improve and
learn new skills with the help of
other students.
"Students can benefit a lot
[from the club] if you have an
interest in the outdoors or even if
you are thinking about having an
interest," Robert Perkins, the outdoor club's advisor and administration management professor,
said.
Group day hikes late last fall
spurred the idea for an outdoor
club. With the help of Perkins,
Brenna Owen, senior and leisure
service major, and Thomas
Rockwood came up with the idea
to start a club simply for that purpose. They soon came up with a

plan and began to draw up their
mission. The club officially began
winter quarter this year.
Owen, the club's acting president while Rockwood is climbing
in India, has always been interested in the outdoors. Now a senior,
she came to Central and found no
club that provided the activities
she was interested in. While other
universities such as Western and
the University of Washington have
large outdoor organizations,
Central had none. She tho.ught
starting a club would benefit many
students in many ways.
"People with the same interests
can meet because it provides an
avenue for people to communicate
and get to know each other and
improve their skills," Owen said.
The first activity was a 15 mile
cross-country-hike. After the initial hike the members then put

See Club, Page 1 7
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GYFT announces two
upcoming shows

Kim Nowacki/Observer

Pounders Bar an.d Grill was just one of the bars that
experienced a busy night during the Bar Run.

RUN: Turnout
exceeds expectation
Continued from page 8
doors and remained until 2 a.m.
Inside the Oak Rail, Jolliffe,
Wooldridge and Banker were surrounded by grateful Bar Runners
who had stopped to admire the men's
formal Scottish attire.
"This has been a very successful
night just by the sheer volume of
people that have been out,"
Wooldridge said. "The goal was for
people to get out, spend some
money, support local .businesses,
also to go out and have a good time.
In ·Scotland the bar crawl is a tradition and we just wanted to bring it to .
Ellensburg."
Bar Runners ran from place to
place in search of new experiences
and new drinks. They found a deejay
and dancing at the Pub Minglewood,
karaoke at the Horseshoe, the tight
· jeans competition at the Oak Rail
and the wet t-shirt contest at the
Mint. One consistent finding
throughout the town were the everpopular $1.50 pounders, featured at
almost every bar.
Participating bars experienced
unexpected levels of success. The
Thursday night crowd managed to
surpass that of lhe University's

''Since tons
of people
were coming out, we
had to be
part of
the fun. ' '
-Anna Campbell
Senior Graduation Night, the biggest
of the year.
"You can just feel the energy,"
Amy Claussen, owner of Hot
Diggety Dog, said.
Claussen said that she had made
enough profit from bar runners to
pay her entire month's rent.
Other proprietors were also out
on Thursday night taking advantage
of the event. Jonathan Pitts, a junior
graphic design and painting major,
sold Bar Runt-shirts he designed.
Those who missed the event need
not be disappointed. A tentative
sequel is in the works for the first
Thursday after financial aid refunds
are given fall quarter, Jolliffe said.

Dr. Myron Under
Dr. Sandy Under
er ·'Ellensburg • 962-2570

1NantA
Challenge?
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world. To discover how high
a career in the Air Force can take
AIR
-IORCElii:
you, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit
our website at www.airforce.com

- -~
www.airforce.com

Photo courtesy of Campus Life

Brian Lumsden, Sean Stolberg, Mark Brodersen, Logan Luft and Cameron Luft
make up the band GYFT. A free outdoor concert is scheduled for noon April 14
on the SUB west patio and will feature the local band. The show is among activities planned to celebrate Earth Awareness Month. In addition, GYFT has been
booked to perform anhe Brick Tavern in Roslyn during Earth Day weekend (April
21 & 22). The Roslyn shows start at 9 p.m. and cost $3 per person, $5 per
couple.
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'Episode l' - To kill a gungan
Ye ah ...
"

T

h

e

Phantom
Menace" is
out on video
now suckerp u n king
many of you
into purchasing it. Don't worry, I'll
show you how to really put that
movie to good use, seriously. Listen
carefully:
The biased fans of these movies
are correct, there is a (hidden) treasure within Star Wars: Episode I.
The problem is that most of us can't
see past all the stupidity that overwhelms the film: Jar Jar Binks, the 2headed Pod Race announcer, a few

"creatures" and some miscellaneous
Ok, here's what you need to do
tidbits of "stupidity." Most of these to rectify these problems and still
are generated by the mere fact that enjoy your copy of Star Wars:
George Lucas (If I ever saw Lucas on Episode 1. Watch the movie again
the street I'd reach my hand back with two VCR's and simply cut out
from the mighty Mississippi, slap every single "cheesy" scene you
him into the dark side of the force come to (leaving enough, of course,
and send him to the kitchen to make to maintain the plotline ). Granted,
me some pie!) targets a kiddy-audi- it's gonna take you a few hours and
ence. Whenever a "cheezy" scene the cuts won't be "perfect" but the
occurs it seems to serve no purpose end result is brilliant as the movie
other than to entertain a punk-little- ' takes on a whole new meaning. It
kid (PLK). There were a few other becomes a more serious, darker, in
cheezy scenes, however, that didn't fact, vision that more closely resemwork but not because of PLK's, bles the original "Star Wars." You
Lucas is to blame entirely here. He paid for the damn thing ... you might
insists on "telling" us things that as well re-cut it and make into someeither should be "shown" instead or, thing truly enjoyable. Then again, it
was only $16.95, sucker.
simply, left out completely.

Central Calendar
Carlos Lars Grevstad voice recital, 5
p.m., Hertz Hall
Bake Sale, 8 a.m. - 1:30 p.m., first floor
Randall Hall
Business and Recreational Safety Expo,
10 a.m. - 2 p.m., SUB Pit
"Outdoor Adventures" with K - 5 students, call 963-1643 for more info

Earth Art installation, "Field of Kites,"
between tennis courts and L&L building,
exhibit runs through April 21

PE Club Bake Sale, 8:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.,
first floor PE building

This and that
SwingCats present
Spring Swing
by Kiley Sharpe
Asst. Scene editor
The second annual Spring
Swing dance featuring Jump
Up!, a swing and jump blues
band, will be taking place at 8
p.m., April 15 in the SUB
Ballroom. The doors will open
at 7:30 p.m. for lessons and the
music will begin at 8 p.m.
SwingCats, along with
KCWU 88. l the 'Burg and the
residential hall council, will be
hosti_ng the event.
Casey Schneider, president
and founder of SwingCats, said
the Seattle based band was recommended to her through
friends and after listening to
them she decided they would be
great for the dance.

The club will be providing
swing lessons a half hour before
for people who are interested in
participating but do not know
how to swing.
SwingCats was founded in
the fall of 1998 and has between
80 and 100 members.
The club provides swing
dance lessons every quarter with
beginning and intermediate
classes, hosts dances, workshops, take.s trips and competes
in competitions.
Tickets are $5 for students
and $7 for general admission,
however SwingCat members are
free.
I'd probably only go if my
girlfriend pulled me to it," Paul
Thompson, senior business education major, said.

Blues series kicks
off with live
performance

Gyft concert, noon, SUB Patio, free
~

.

"Outdoor Adventures" with K - 5 students, call 963-1643 for more info
Helen Crowe-Snelling Scholarship
Competition, 2 p.m. - 6 p.m., Hertz Hall
"Urban Plunge," donation drive for the
hungry and homeless, 5 p.m., lawn
between Wilson and Black halls, runs
until 5 p.m. Sunday

Bake Sale, 8 a.m. - 11 p.m., Randall Hall
"The elusive Cascadia subduction zone:
GPS determination of active deformation
in the Pacific Northwest," lecture by
Meghan Miller, noon, Lind Hall 215
Flute Quartet Farrell Recital, 8 p.m.,
Hertz Hall
Karaoke night, Horseshoe Sports Bar,
free

Movie Night: "Random Hearts," 7 p.m.,
CCM House
"The God Thing," 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.,
McConnell Auditorium
Lloyd Jones, part of The Crossroads
Blues Series, 9:30 p.m., BPO Elks Clubcorner of 5th and Main, $5 in advance I
$6.50 at the door

!l l/ l.i/l il i/·:11111111111,1,11111:1111111~:illllll!llll:!ll~l·1 1 1i1 1~1 :.1 : 1 :1 1 1 .1 1,:1 ,1: 1.1
Spring Swing, free lessons at 7:30 p.m.,
music begins at 8 p.m., $5 students $7
general, dues paid Swing Cats free
Julie Woods double bass recital, 3 p.m.,
Hertz Hall
Fusako Nozaka piano recital, 5 p.m.,
Hertz Hall
K. Avakyan senior cello recital, 8 p.m.,
Hertz Hall

Psychology Club Bake Sale, 8 a.m. - 1
p.m., first floor Psych building
AA meeting, noon, SUB 107
Adult Children of Alcoholics Meeting,
noon, Sue Lombard
"Dealing with Long Distance
Relationships," lecture, 4 p.m. - 5 p.m.,
Student Health & Counseling Center,
Wickerath Lounge

by Roslyn Biggs
Scene editor
The 'Burg will kick off The
Crossroads Blues Series this
Friday when it welcomes national blues artist Lloyd Jones to
town for a live performance.
Born in Seattle and raised in
Portland, Jones has an extensive
background in music.
He began playing gigs when
he was only 13 and eventually
performed with the likes of Etta
James, B.B. King and Bonnie
Raitt.
Jones recently signed on with
Blind Pig Records to release his
fifth album, titled "Love
Gotcha." On the album, Jones is
featured as both guitarist and
vocalist in a style of music
de_scribed as a fusion of funk,
blues and R&B.

"It's kind of a down-home,
earthy type of blues," Chris Hull,
general manager of The 'Burg,
said.
Hull said The 'Burg decided
to book Jones because it
believed he had the name and
influence in the blues community to bring other acclaimed
artists here.
"We knew he'd have the
influence and the pull to start the
scene in Ellensburg," Hull said.
Friday's all-age show will
begin at 9:30 p.m. at the BPO
Elks Club on the corner of Fifth
and Main.
Pre-sale tickets will be available for $5 at Mr. G's grocery,
Boogie Man Music, Rodeo
Records, and the SUB Ticket
Booth. Ticke.ts can also be purchased Friday at the door for
$6.50.

"Building Self-Esteem I Assertiveness I,"
lecture, 4 p.m. - 5 p.m., Student Health &
Counseling Center, Wickerath Lounge
·Black Student Union, 6 p.m., Sam's
Place (located in SUB Cafe)
Karaoke night, Frazzini's Pizza, 8 p.m. midnight

File your tax return electronically
and get your tax refund weeks earlier.

::1:1: ·.-: i·i::·:::::·1::i1:i1: ::1:::i:·:1=:1111:1.rl11:1111111i1·::1:1i1:1:1:1:i:1:1:: : 1:.:1:.:i: :1: :1:1:i:1:11i:i:

Lesley Beckman flute recital, 2 p.m.,
Hertz Hall

Joseph Brooks clarinet recital, 8 p.m.,
Hertz Hall

Do you have an event you want to
publicize? Call Elizabeth Belts or
Heather Askew at 963-1073, fax
963-1027, or e-mail us at
beltse@cwu.edu

ADEPT TAX & ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Full Accounting Service
Electronic Tax Filing
Walk ins welcome.
Terry A. Terry, owner
109 W. Fifth
933-4799
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'Zoppi' offers little more than singing apes
Bob Zoppi apparently spent the better part of the 80's transfixed with the
whiny crap band Tears for Fears.
This pathetic influence is all too
obvious on any given track. After a
while, the lyrics actually become too
painful to stomach.
·
If you have an incredibly high tol"Love is the only way to be. You
erance for the Goo Goo Dolls, eleva- keep on telling me to feel love, and I,
tor music, and shit, then the new feel love." Jesus Christ. To go any
release by Zoppi may be just .the further would require motion sickalbum for you.
ness pills and some strong Valium.
At first I was certain somebody
I've heard more original lyrics
had deceived me. I thought some- . belted out by half-unconscious, bar
body accidentally put Christian rock drunks free-styling their way home
into my stereo, but after a Gin from the Pub at closing time.
Blossomesque guitar riff I knew,
Zoppi is a band that lacks directhese guys are for real. At least, they tion. If I were its manager, I would
think they are.
load the members up on strong acid
The album, "Ended Suspended" and send them out into the desert for
is weak and depressing. It lacks any a good rponth or two.
distinction or originality. Lead singer
The Doors did things like this and

John Hieger

Stan reporter

they made good music. At least this
way Zoppi would have something to
sing about next time its in the recording studio.
Zoppi is a bad band in a bad time,
musically. We need new alternatives
in what we can listen to.
Somebody should train the
Chimposium apes to pick up musical
instruments and perform.
Singing monkeys will eclipse the
Goo Goo Dolls and Zoppi 's of the
world. Hey, everybody loves monkeys, right? Just when you thought
"pop" music could sink no lower.
The Ellensburg Apes.
For some of us, singing monkeys
could actually be a step in the right
direction. Monkeys don't dance in
unison and as far as we know they
can't conduct interviews with Carson
Daly.

CHIMPS: Chimposiums show
similarities between cliltures
Continued from page 8
Waters, experimental psychology
grad student, said.
The only requirements for being
an intern are being a student at
Central and having taken or be
enrolled in Primatology 220.
"'The most unique thing about this
program is that undergraduates get to
work with the first, and only, chimps
to ever learn the signs that humans
use," Fouts said.
The CHCI is a world renowned
facility. There is only one other place
like it in the world.
The chimps have been featured
on 20/20, the Discovery Channel and

' ' Working with
chimps teaches you
that humans are part
of the ·animal
kingdom, not
separate from it. ' '
- Quentin Davis
in People magazine. Because of this,
people come from all over to visit the
facility and come to the chimposiums.
The research that has been conducted at the CHCI has helped to

increase .the understanding of chimpanzees and of humans' amount of
similarities to them.
Treatments for non-communicating children have been developed as
a result. These treatments help children afflicted with with things like
autism, mental retardation and hemiplegia.
"Working with chimps . teaches
you that humans are part of the animal kingdom, not separate from it,"
Quentin Davis, staff member, said.
Chimposiums take place at 9: 15
a.m. and 10:45 a.m. on Saturday and
at 12:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. on
Sunday. The cost is $7.50 for students and $10.00 for adults.

CWU STUDENTS:

Central Washington University

Do you want to go to

GBADUATE SCHOOL?
Do you want funding for a

RESEARCH PROJECT?
Will you have JUNIOR STANDING before
the research begins? {Sophomores encouraged t.o apply)

~Check

out this opportunity!

APPLICATION DEADLINE for the
2000-2001

·

Order yours today
from our store, by
phone or online!

McNAIR SCHOLARS PROGRAM:

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26 by S p.m.
Check out our web page for eligibility requirements:
www.cwu.edu/---mcnair/mcnair.html
Or stop in a.ad see us in
L & L Building, Suite 103 • 963-2793

111 E.8th Ave• 509-925-9851

www.jerrols.com
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Urban Plunge focuses on the needy
by Sarah Edmunds

Staff reporter ·
Playing in a cardboard box as a
young child might have been fun, but
as a homeless person it takes on a
different meaning. On April 14-16,
students will sleep in boxes, not as
children during playtime, but as individuals with no place to go. Urban
Plunge will be taking place on the
lawn between Black and Wilson
halls.
Urban Plunge is put on by
Central's Service-Learning Center.
The event is designed to raise awareness of hunger, shelter and clothing
needs of Kittitas County. The number
of people in need of food, who came
to the Kittitas County food bank,
increased from 6,877 in 1998 to
10,362 in 1999.
"I don't think I do anything. You
get so wrapped up in daily lives, just
go to school and forget about it,"
sophomore
education
major
Dannielle Grimes, said about what

·she does to help the less fortunate in
Kittitas county.
The history of Urban Plunge
comes from a similar event done on
the east coast. Central students
sought ways of doing a the event
here.
The first time Urban Plunge took
place was Nov. 31, 1999. The event
lasted 24 hours, but this year is
scheduled to last for 48 hours.
There will be two 24-hour-shifts
of volunteers who will stay out
overnight. Along with staying for 24
hours in cardboard boxes, the volunteers will also hand out information
to create a better awareness of the
needs within our county.
"We would love to take sign ups,"
Jenny Walton, said, "and definitely,
I'd like to urge people to donate."
There are various ways for students to get involved with Urban
Plunge. An easy way to help out is to
donate )lOn perishable food, clothing,
and blankets. Students can also get
involved by signing up to volunteer

Observer file photo

Next week, volunteers will participate in raising
awareness for the needy as they did last year.
-

in SUB 104 or calling the servicelearning center at 963-1643.
"I could definitely bring in food
and things," junior English major

Jessica Schenck, said.
All donations wiil stay in Kittitas
County to support the local community.

Central receives youth science grant
by Shaundra Prewitt

Staff reporter
Kids of the lower Yakima valley
will be taking part in Central's
Summer Science Institute this summer, thanks to a GTE Focus· grant
a~arded to the university.
The $30 thousand GTE Focus
grant will help fund programs
designed to help recruit and retain
qualified minority undergraduate
students in science and mathematics.
"We are particularly excited
about this grant because it will introduce a large number of students from
populations typically under-represented in the sciences to potential
careers in science," Dr. Louise
Baxter, Central biological science
professor, said.
The Focus grant, which was only
awarded to 15 institutions nationwide, wil! be used to fund two new
summer science institutes.
Youth Summer Science Institute
(YSSI) is designed for under-represented ninth grad~ students attending

''We believe
that handson, active
learning is ' '

the key...

-Martha Kurtz
Davis, Yakima :rnd Wapato high
schools who already show an interest
in science.
· Four groups of 15 minority students will be invited to Central's
campus to experience a hands-on
learning approach to science through
YSSI. This year, camps will be held
JuJy 10-14 and July 17-21.
The Way Cool Science Discovery
Camp (WCSDC) was designed for
under-represented sixth grade students from the lower Yakima valley
who have yet to be exposed to the
sciences in great depth.

Through WCSDC, 240 students
will be able to participate in various
science activities Jµne 19-23 in
St1nnyside.
"We believe that hand-s-on, active
learning is the key to unlocking science for most students," Dr. Martha
Kurti, Central science education
program director, said.
There was a ceremony in which
representatives of GTE officially
presented the grant to university officials on Wednesday, April 5 in
Central's Science Building foyer.
"I think it's great that GTE is giving an opportunity to the youth in our
community in supporting the sci-

ences. However, what about the liberal arts ,and social sciences that
serve as a backbone of this university? That is why students come here
in the first place," Myles Milholland,
senior law and justice major, said.
Through YSSI and WCSDC, students will have an opportunity to
learn hands-on knowledge and gain a
better grasp of science and its many
elements.
With the support of GTE's Focus
grant, kids of the lower Yakima
valley have an opportunity to gain
knowledge and expertise in
which they can benefit from in the
future.

there are 1,000 things you didn't even know you ·had

before graduation

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, which~ver amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your.Army Recruiter.

509-575-1319

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAM BE:

~raduation

countdown

class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
onl ine gift registry
real world guide
careers
and awhole lot more

10

PWOiW.eGrad2000.com
~gra<t.lnmp,·
The ritflt start in lhe real wart•:"

enter to win a trip for 10 to

euroPe

@.JOBTRAK.COM"
"The ~es1 sile IVJ sludnb I
rrads tooki111 for Hleir lim jH. •
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Wildcat Sports Calendar

Baseball -

Lewis & Clark State, 1 p.m.,
Saturday, Noon, Sunday

Softball -

at St. Martin's College, Saturday

Track & Field -

University of Puget Sound
Invitational, Saturday
CWU - Spike Arlt Invitational,
April 22, Tomlinson Stadium

Head 'em up, move 'em out
by Jon Guddat

Sports editor
Three Central rodeo team members placed in the top three at last
weekend's rodeo.
Central hosted the CWU
Intercollegiate
Rodeq
in
Ellensburg. A total of 11 teams
from the Pacific Northwest attended.
Central placed fifth in the
women's bracket and seventh in the
men's.
"We have a very small men's
team," club advisor Kay Davis
said. "Our women's team has been
strong in the past."
After a slow start in Friday's
prelims,
sophomore
Lauren
Whitney finished first in Saturday's
shorl go finals in goal tying. Her
overall time of 17 .9 seconds earned
her second place honors.
As Central's top competitor,
Whitney also won the Kelleher
Motors Scholarship.
A crowd of 900 watched senior
Kelsey Kayser take third in barrel
racing and sophomore Casey Smith
and her partner from Washington
State placed third in team roping.
The crowd also witnessed a back
injury to a horse, which had to be
put down after the rodeo.
Up next for the rodeo team is a
trip to Columbia Basin this weekend, April 14-15.

Kim Nowacki/Observer

junior Cori Sizemore, along with the women's rodeo team, placed fifth overall last weekend in Ellensburg. Sizemore
placed fifth in breakaway roping with a time of 15.8 seconds.

Murphy's future in NFL draft
Wildcat alumnus
hopes to be first
Central selection
since 1991

by Jon Guddat

Sports editor

by Tim Bottorff
Asst. Editor

Senior running back Dan Murphy
finished his final season at Central
set~ing records. He might include
himself in the record book one more
time this weekend. On April 15 and
16, the National Football League will
hold their annual draft.
If Murphy is selected, he will
become only the fourth Central football player to be drafted into the NFL.
In the last regular-season game of
his collegiate career, Murphy broke
Central's all-purpose yards record.
He totalled 4, 186 all-purpose yards as
a Wildcat.
Murphy displayed his talents for
professional scouts this year when he
played in the Division II all-star game
in North Dakota. He posted top-rushing yards in the game held Jan. 15.
Scouts from the NFL, Canadian

Wildcat track team
dominates invitational

Football League, and Arena League said. "So I'll definitely tune in on
were on hand to see the all-confer- Sunday towards the end."
ence fullback rush seven times for 44
Pro Football Weekly ranks
yards despite suffering from the flu.
Murphy as the 21st best fullback eliMurphy , also conducted private gible in the draft. CBS Sportsline
tryouts here at Cental for NFL coach- ranks him 35th in their poll.
es and scouts. He is fairly confidant
If Murphy does not go on to play
about his chances of being drafted.
football at a higher level, all is not
"I've talked to a few teams," . lost. The 6'2", 230-pound fullbackMurphy said. "The Ravens, Giants, earned all-conference academic honColts, and New Orleans have all ors all four years he was a studentexpressed some interest."
athlete at Central.
Murphy will probably watch the
Murphy graduated winter quarter
draft on television this weekend with with a B.A. in economics and a 3.3
friends and acquaintances.
GPA. He is thinking about a career in
"If I do get drafted, it will proba- construction management if his numbly be in the late rounds," Murphy ber is not called this weekend.

Victories were sweet and often
last weekend for the 'Cats. Central
won thirteen events in the
Northwest Relays hosted by
Western Washington at Edmonds
District Stadium.
"People went in and competed
very well," head coach Kevin
Adkisson said.
Junior Mike Alexander cleared
the 15 foot mark in the pole vault to
become one of four Central
vaulters ever to clear that height.
Alexander won the event and came
within one inch of his career best.
H_is freshman brother, Scott,
cleared 14-6.
"We work each other really well
to be better," Scott Alexander said.
Both brothers agree that pole
vaulting is affected by the weather,
which includes the fabled
Ellensburg wind.
"Every inch (in pole vaulting)
counts," said Scott Alexander.
Central did not have just a presence in the jumping events, they

swept both the long and triple
jumps. In the long jump, freshman
Brett Butcher lead the squad with a
jump of 22 feet. Central would take
the top five spots in the long jump.
As for the triple jump, senior Vince
Butorac hopped to a 45-1 112 foot
landing. Both jumps for Butcher
and Butorac were individual season bests.
Other winners for the 'Cats
include sophomore Shawn Bills in
the 400 (50.17), freshman Curt
Stephan in the steeplechase
(9:01.6). The relays were victorious as well with the 4x I 00 team of
sophomore Josh Delay, junior Tom
Gaschk, Medina and freshman
Scott Alexander sprinted to a 43.34
finish. The 4x400 relay team of
Delay, Gaschk, Kojo Obeng and
· Bills outpaced their competitors in
3:24.47. The distance medley relay
comprised of Gaschk Benoit Brett
Johnson and Kevin Gary took first
in a time of 10:36.95.
Sophomore Zac Spaet won the
javelin with a throw that sailed
162-3.

See TRACK, Page 75
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Central softball third in PacWest play
Angie Dirk
Asst. Sports Editor
Spring Break may be over for
most students, but the Central fastpitch team continues traveling to
lovely destinations. The women
began their tour in California ...
Central vs. Humboldt State
Not all vacations begin on good
notes, as the Wildcats found out last
Friday against the Lumberjacks.
Central lost the twinbill, 1-9 and 2-4.
As the defending NCAA Division
II national champions, Humboldt
boasted a winning record and an
intimidating presence. The California
team is ranked number one in the
West Region.
"There was a lot of talk about how
good they were early on in the season," shortstop Jill Powell said.
In the top half of the day, fans
were treated to three innings of scoreless play.
The Lumberjacks shattered the
stillness in the fourth inning with a
five-run burst of offense. They scored
another four runs in the final two
innings, bumping their run total to
nine. Central's lone run came cour-

tesy of an error.
"There were a lot of mental mistakes in that first game," Powell said.
The nightcap featured a more
evenly fought battle. Heading into
the fifth inning with a 2-2 tie, Central
was prepped for the upset.
Unfortunately for the Wildcats, two
Humboldt State players felt differently
Humboldt's Shelli Maher and
Taiisha Pleasant ripped back-to-back
<lingers, giving the defending champs
the victory.
Central outfielder Jaime Johnston
accounted for one of the Wildcat runs
with her first shot over the fence this
year. Powell pounded in the second
run of the game, continuing to pad
her stellar statistics (she leads the
team in RBis with 23).
Even though the transfer from
Lower Columbia College admits that
the pitching is tougher at the NCAA
level, Powell's performance at the
plate remains unblemished. She credits years of experience for her hitting.
"f've played ball since I was
five," Powell said.
Central vs. Western Oregon
Deciding that their vacation was

not full of California Dreams, the
ladies started back to Ellensburg.
They just had one pit stop:
Monmouth, OR.
Against the Western Oregon
Wolves, Central found its rhythm. It
also found the broom, sweeping the
Oregon team 3-2 and 11-8.
With the victories, Central boosted its record to 5-7 in PacWest play
and 10-20 overall. This record places
the women third in the PacWest.
Holly Vanwert pitched a t\.'(o-hit-·
ter in the opener and garnered her
first win of the season. Opponents are
hitting just .242 against the senior
from Spokane.
On the offensive end, first basemen Nichole Friese played the part of
hero. Finishing the day with stats that
looked like they came from a slopitch game, the senior reached base
four straight times in the second
game. Friese ended the day 6-for-8
from the plate and needed only a
home run to hit for the cycle.
"The key to that game was that we
put
offense
and
defense
File photo
together... everyone in the lineup got a
hit,"
JUmor outfielder Jessica Central's Mickey Lloyd scoops up a grounder against
Eastern Oregon University last week in league play.
Trodahl said.

Central splits at home against Pacific Lutheran
by Erin.Strawder
Staff reporter

File photo

The baseball team took one from the visiting Lutes in the second game. of a doubleheader last Sunday. In the 13-5 win, Chance McClellan hit a 2-run roundtripper in the third
inning, and Justin Williams completed the weekend with five hits and five RBis.
Summer Positions Available in the
Office of Residential Services

Ht::ALI H MANAGEMENT
get ready for a career in the fast-growing

Custodial Aide

health care sector with a

Preference will be given to students living in
University Residence Halls or Apartments

master's in health policy &
administration
fram wsu spokane

All interested persons must be able to perform the following duties including: cleaning residence halls and apartments,
restrooms, scrubbing and waxing floors, washing windows,
hanging drapes, vacuuming carpets, shampooing and extracting carpets, cleaning furniture, etc. In addition, employees must
keep work areas and vehicles clean and safe; report all maintenance needs a~d safety concerns for work areas, equipment
and .vehicles to their supervisor; follow oral and written directions; kee.p accurate records as necessary.

if your moving to spokane
after graduation, come see us.
summer session starts may 8, and if you want
to learn more right now, ask us.

Health Policy & Administration
WSU Spokane Open House
Thrusday, April 27, 2000

Work shifts may be scheduled Monday through Friday from 7:00
am to 5.30 pm. Some weekend work will be required in June
and September. Scheduled shifts for part-time student employees are at least two hours·in length.
Starting wage for new full-time summer employees will be
$7.50 per hour. Application materials are available in Button
Hall or the Barto Satellite Office. For more information, please
contact 963-1831 .

Central split with Pacific
Lutheran University in a double
header on Sunday, April 9.
In the opener, the Lutes came out
strong and scored two runs in the fist
inning before putting away the
Wildcats 6-4.
The Wildcats fought back in the
third inning when catch Mark
Brownlee's single scored sophomore
lace Dwinell and shortstop Justin
Williams, who each got on base with
a hit. Brownlee then scored on
Robert Collins' single.
The Wildcats tied up the game in
the fifth inning when Dwinell doubled and scored on Brownlee's sacrifice fly to left field.
PLU broke the tie in the sixth
with RBI singles from Rob White

5-7:30 p.m.
WSU Spokane
Phase One Classroom Bldg Rm 112
Riverpoint campus, 668 N Riverpoint Blvd, Spokane

Washington State
~ University
-

'-pokou"

For more information
509.358.7987 or <hpa@wsu.edu>
<www.hpa.spokane.wsu.edu>

and Matt Whitten.
The inning ended without any
more scoring, in part to Ryan
McCarthy's effort in centerfield for
the Wildcats. PLU loaded the bases
with one out when McCarthy
snagged a running catch and threw it
on a line to the plate to keep baserunners from scoring.
Whitten e-nded the game with two
hits and two RBis for the Lutes.
Central's bats woke from sleep in
the second game of the double header with a 13-5 victory over PLU.
The game was tied at five in the
fifth inning when the Wildcats came
alive to pull ahead of Pacific .
Lutheran.
Williams started the scoring in
the fifth with a two-run single.
Collins followed with a double that
drove in two more runs, while another run scored on third baseman Adam
Schakel 's double.
Central continued the streak in
the sixth adding three more runs to
the scoreboard.
Williams finished the game
going four-for-four with four RBis.
Outfielder Chance McClellan drove
in three runs for Central, including
two when he put one over in the
third inning.
Central pitcher, Keith Koskela,
earned his first win of the season
after five attempts. He allowed just
five hits and walked four in the contest.
Jay Chennault and Mark Lydell
each had two hits, while .Matt Colon
drove in three runs for the Lutes.
On the day for Central, Williams
smacked five hits in seven at bats
and drove in five runs. Williams
leads the -team with a .333 batting
average and a .426 on-base percentage. He is also ·the team leader in
RBis with 19.
Brownlee also had four hits and
scored four runs in the double-header.
The statistics for Tuesday's double-header were not available by
press time.
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This day in sports history
by Angie Dirk
Asst. Sports editor

Heather Trimm/Observer

Throwing heat
Josh Clark leads the Wildcats with an ERA of 2.64.

• 1962 - The Mets play their first
home game ever at Polo Grounds losing to the Pirates 4-3.

• 1883 - Chester A. Arthur brings
National League's Cleveland Forest
Citys to the White House making it
the first professional team to visit
with a president in Washington.

• 1972 - The first strike in the history of major-league baseball ended.
Players had walked off the field 13
days earlier.

• 1953 - In Cincinnatti, the Braves
win their first game representing the
city of Milwaukee.

• 1979 - The longest doubles
ping-pong match in history ends after
101 hours.

• 1954 - Hank Aaron debuted for
the Milwaukee Braves. In his first
ever major-league baseball game,
Hammerin' Hank went O-for-5
against Cincinnati. Aaron's first
major-league homer came 10 days
later.

• 1984 - Pete Rose doubled off
Philadelphia's Jerry Koosman to
become the first National League
player ever to collect 4,000 hits. It
came exactly 21 years after his first
hit in the majors, a triple.

• 1961 - "The Mets are gonna be
amazin' ," Met manager Casey
Stengel said before the team played
their first game·.

• 1986 - Jack Nicklaus hadn't won
a major tournament since 1980 and
seemed unlikely to win another. Tied
for eighth place after three rounds of

the Masters, he shot a brilliant 30 on
the last nine holes to win the tournament in Augusta, GA for a record
sixth time.
• 1987 - San Francisco Giant
pitcher Roger Mason got off to a
shaky start against the San Diego
Padres, giving up home runs to the
first three hitters. That set a record,
but the Padres ended up losing the
game, 13-6.
• 1990 - First sellout in Mariners'
history occurs when 54,597 fans
attend the season opener at the
Kingdome.
• 1999 - Ivan (Pudge) Rodriguez
establishes a Ranger team record
with RBis in a game; his four hits
including two homers, one being his
first career grand slam, helps Texas
beat the Mariners, 15-6.

FOOTBALL PLAYERS WANTED
"AllUlT FUll

ca~
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- 963-1026
DELL LAPTOP. 133 mhz/
24MB Ram/56k modem/10.4"
c.olor screen/Win95/0ffice 97.
$399. 933-2700.4113
LIVE: THINK INSIDE THE
BOX
Become homeless for !1 night and
help raise awareness for Kittitas
County or donate your extra
clothes, blankets and nonperishable food items. For more
info, contact Jenny in the ServiceLearning and Volunteer Center at
963-1643
LARGE 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT. Available 4/17. Pets ok,
new bathroom, stove, fridge. $525/
month. 962-1669. 4113
FENCING GEAR: Foil, saber,
body armor for medium sized
competitor. Good shape.
Autograped. Impresses friends,
disturbs enemies. $180. Brien:
962-1681. 4/13
PAPER DUE? Call Skylark
Editorial Services. Editing
assistance for papers, dissertations,
theses and more. 962-8108. 4127
WILL POWER IN A BOTTLE!
Lose 20 lbs. Fast! FREE
SAMPLES. $/BACK GUARANTEE. $38.00.
Phone: 1-800-651-0817.
www.Fatzapper.com/UBTHIN 4/13

SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN
MONTANA!
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
Imagine hiking over thousands of.
miles of almost untouched trails,
breathing in fresh crisp Rocky
Mountain air. Imag,ine conquering
the challenge of biking the famous
Going-to-the-Sun Highway or the
thrill of whitewater rafting, or
setting up camp next to a turquoise
blue glacier lake.
Imagine no more! St. Mary Lodge,
Glacier Park's finest is now hiring
for the 2000 summer season.
Benefits include guaranteed bonus
and low cost housing. For more
information call (800)368-3689.
Check out our web site at
www.glcpark.com. Don't pass up
the opportunity of a lifetime! 4~3
FUN SUMMER JOBS: Flying
Horseshoe Guest Ranch near Cle
Elum is hiring boy's and girl's
counselors. Enjoy horseback riding,
swimming (need two lifeguards),
hiking etc., while gaining valuable
experience. Salary plus room and
board. Call Penny:
(509) 674-2366. 5/11
DO YOU HAVE AN INTERNSHIP? $6900 average. Experience
valued for all majors. Chance to
travel, 12 positions available, call
Leticia for more info rmation on this
southwestern program: 962-4942. 4120

Kristen,
The 13th of each month will always
be special to me. I love you with all
of my heart. Derek
THINKING ABOUT NEXT
YEAR? Don't rent - invest! Cheery
3 bedroom/2 bath double wide
mobile on large lot in quiet park. Al
C, all appliances - nice! $34,500,
962-5538 4127
SUMMER JOBS AT THE BEACH!
Cannon Beach Christian Conference
Center has paid summer ministry
positions in children's program, food
services, housekeeping, snack shop
and more! A summer at Cannon
Beach has it all! Not only can you
earn money for school, you will
build lifelong friendships and grow
in your personal walk with God.
For more information or to request
an application, call (503) 436-1501
or E-mail cbcc@seasurf.com 613

FRATERNITIES SORORITIES - CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Student organizations earn $1000$2000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact campusfundraiser.com,
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com. s111

THE WA STATE DEPT. OF
AGRICULTURE is recruiting for a
farmworker education specialist,
Wenatchee. Successful candidate
must effectively communicate
(orally and in writing) in both
Spanish and English; take a lead
role in delivering pesticide safety
training through partnering with the
ag community; conduct prelicense
training. Travel Required.
Various combinations of qualifying
education and experience will be
considered. Preferred candidates
have agricultural, natural resource
or adult education degrees and pest
management experience. Salary
$2477 - 3489/month DOQ. WA
Dept of Personnel (DOP) must
receive application information by
April 26, 2000.
For further information, contact
DOP at 360-664-1960 or visit their
website at: http://www.wa.gov/dop/
bulletins/jobcat.htm#Agriculture.
Reference bulletins #I-1-0-044-0CS and #1-1-0-045-0C-S. AA/EOE
CUST. SERVICE RETAIL SALES
ATT STUDENTS25 OPENINGS
PT/Ff Temp and perm. Flex hours.
No exp. req. Scholarships possible
for students. Conditions apply.
$11.35 bass - appt. Must fill by
April. Call Mon-Thur 10-3
(509)452-5573 613
FIND A ROOMMATE
www.it~up2u.com/roomate

STUDENT JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
The City of Ellensburg Public
Works Department is seeking
seasonal full-time student laborers
to work spring, summer and/or fall
quarters in the parks, street, gas,
water, sewer and shop divisions.
Salary: $8.18/hour. Requires
current student status and valid
driver's license; current first aid
card and commercial driver's
license preferable. Applications
and job descriptions may be
obtained from the Public Works
Department, 414 N. Main Street,
(509) 962-7230, or from the first
floor foyer of City Hall, 420 N.
Pearl Street. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
THE CITY OF ELLENSBURG IS
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER. Please apply by .
April 14, 2000. 416 _
WILL BUY VEHICLES, running
or not. $25 - $1000. Call Gary at
962-3220 or Rich at 968-9499. 613
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. No Experience Required. Free information
packet. Call 202-466-1639. 611

DYNASOPHY: A rational .
morality, for thinkers. PO Box
182, Surrey, B.C., V3T 4W8,
Canada. 4120

·1CHECK OVT THE 089£R/l'ER ONt.INEll

Godfathers \l Pizza.
Jagermeister
Party and Prizes

Every Thursday
317 N. Main

962-4141

506 S. Main St, Ellensburg

\

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Counselinq. Information. Resources

------~r~------T------

Lunch
or Dinner
Buffet

CCltUq ClAd Cm(~

925-CARE
E~qTI~ Cari Cubr
111 East 4th Street
epcc@kvalley.com

a member of ~ET.

Four
Jumbo
Large
Topping Peperoni Peperoni
Large with two (carry out only)
drinks

$2.99 $9.99

$10~99

$5.00

. Goatathe;s \;Pizza:

Godfathers \;Pizza.

· Godfathers \;Pizza.

Please present when ordering.
Delivery extra. Limited delivery t imes
and areas. No Substitutions of
ingredients.Not valid with any
other offer or coupons. Valid at
Ellensburg location only.
,

Godfathers \;Pizza.
Please present when ordering.
Delivery elitra. Limited delivery times
;md areas. No Substitutions of
ingredients.Not valid with any
other offer or coupons. Valid at
Ellensburg location only.

Please present when ordering.

1 Delivery extra. Limited delivery times
and areas. No Substitutions of
I ingredients.Not valid with any
other offer or coupons. Valid at
I
Ellensburg.location only.

Please present when ordering.
Delivery extra. Limited delivery t imes
and areas. No Substitutions of
ingredients.Not valid with any
other offer or coupons. Valid at
Ellensburg location only.

I

LectuRe notes . exam PreparAtion . novel notEs
(Among otHer crowo pLeasinG acaoemic Tools)
-always (1440.365) oPenWhere to go when you ne~d to know.™

